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From the desk
“Greetings and welcome to the third edition of ICM CAPITAL NEWSLETTER! We are very happy to
continuously share with you our latest trove of updates, and provide you with a brief overview of
some of the exciting things we’ve done and reveal other plans we wish to accomplish. This year
started on a great note following several achievements made and we look forward to further
growing our portfolio through various activities…”
Shoaib Abedi – Director at ICM Capital

Our Latest:
ICM Capital discusses Forex at RIT Dubai
At ICM Capital LTD, we're committed to helping our clients transform the way they trade. We know
that simply being good for ICM Capital is not enough. We must also be good for our partners and the
communities in which we live and work. We’re in a great position to make sure that we set an
example in our world of trading. As part of this, we are dedicated to sharing our knowledge. For that
purpose, we decided to spend a little time with the finance and investment students at ‘Rochester
Institute of Technology’ (RIT), Dubai.
We spent the day covering everything from the very basics of trading to technical and fundamental
analysis. We know that a smart future generation means a happy community, and that in turn
means happy customers. Everybody wins.
Joanne Tayara, Operations Manager At ICM Capital:
“This experience was new and different, it is always in everyone’s
benefit to be able to educate and teach potential generations about
what our industry is all about...”
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The England Polo Team trade at ICM Capital
Within the forex world, ICM Capital, has always been a big sports buff. In that direction the
broker announced its partnership to sponsor The England Polo Team at Chestertons Polo in
the Park for the second time. Kicking off the deal, three members of the England Polo Team
Edward Morris-Lowe, Charles Cooney and Hugo Taylor, visited ICM Capital’s London headquarters and held a trading competition.
The contest was won by Charles Cooney.

Talking about the event Charles stated:
“I’ve never traded currencies before and I found it quite easy to understand how
the trading platform works and how you place trades. However, even with virtual
money you feel your pulse racing and it was good fun.”

ICM Capital

Proud Sponsors of the
England Polo Team
at Chestertons Polo in the Park 2017

ICM Capital participates at the iFX Expo International
Shoaib Abedi, Director at ICM Capital said:

Last May, ICM Capital announced its participation at the iFX Expo International 2017.
The expo is considered to be one of the largest financial B2B expos in the world was
held from the 23rd to the 25th of May 2017 at the Palais des Sports in Limassol,
Cyprus.

“It is always a pleasure to participate at the iFX Expo every year. Our
aim to show traders that we provide the best trading experience
which offers the full package – execution, speed, charting, education
and transparency.”

Commenting on this participation, Shoaib Abedi, Director at ICM Capital said:

“With our offices across three continents, servicing tens of thousands
of active clients worldwide, we’ve changed the face of trading.
Expos such as these allow us to showcase some of these.”

Wael hammad, Business Development Manager said:
"Our booth was beautiful and in the perfect location. The expo saw a large number of attendees coming from all over Europe. Although held in a huge arena,
all exhibitors had modest booths, with everyone busy focusing on networking rather than showing off. Surely, all competitors and industry related companies
were present . The highlight of our participation was that we were able to meet with payments services, wire services, technology companies, banks, colleges,
marketing companies, and small brokerage firms and more.. and everyone was happy with our technology"
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Middle East securities Forum

Maiar Barshiny, Business Development Manager said:

As we are always looking to expand our presence in events and expos where we
could benefit from networking opportunities, our business development mangers
attended the Middle East Securities forum known as a prestigious securities forum
gathering C-level, Directors and senior level attendance from sovereign wealth
funds, government bodies, stock exchanges, asset management firms, hedge funds
and other investment firms, brokers, private equity and venture capital firms from
across the MENA region and beyond.
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It was my pleasure to meet sophisticated financial professionals with a
strong background, I was happy to discuss many investment opportunities
related to sovereign wealth funds, government bodies, stock exchanges,
asset management firms, hedge funds, other real estate investment
firms, brokers, private equity and venture capital firms from across the
MENA region and beyond to exchange the most useful information and
share smart ideas for growing businesses. In addition, networking with
such professionals from different industries with such positive outlook
and promising future of new business deals, is surely a plus to us as it
effects several industries along the way.

Rizwan Shaikh, Senior Business Development Manager said:
Middle east Securities forum event 2017 was one of the suitable event I
found in the region in past years. The organizers arrangement was very
nice specially in terms of networking. This event was very useful when
it comes regional changing environment in linked with Capital markets,
Regulations, Upcoming investment products in the region. All speakers
are very Well educated and were from different backgrounds in particular
Banking, Capital markets, Investment companies. Overall it was well
managed and informative event as far as new Improvement is concerned
in Financial services industries.

ICM Capital gives back to the community
With the aim of nurturing a sustainable society and fostering a sense of community volunteering this
Ramadan, ICM Capital , partnered with Tarahum Charity foundation to distribute boxes of essential
food items to families in need throughout the UAE.
This initiative falls under ICM Capital’s corporate social responsibility program, which has extended its
scope of initiatives and activities to support educational and charitable causes. With such activities,
the company is strengthening its ties with the community which it serves while re-injecting its
growth.
Tarahum Charity Foundation, an organization that provides humanitarian relief to those in
need, and helps reach out to individuals with various types of help within the UAE and Dubai.

Shoaib Abedi, Director at ICM Capital says:
“Celebrating the holy month of Ramadan is an ideal opportunity to re-emphasize on the values of cooperation and solidarity among all members
of the society. Such initiatives focus on improving the lives of those who
are less fortunate. We are happy to see the fruits of granting reflected on
ground”
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ICM Capital wins the Championship at Chestertons Polo in the Park 2017
ICM Capital has announced that, for the second consecutive year, it was the proud sponsor of the
England Polo team at the capital’s most prestigious social events - Chesterton’s Polo in the Park.
Now in its ninth year, Chestertons Polo in the Park took take place on the 7th, 8th and 9th June
at Hurlingham Park in Fulham, attracting crowds of around 60,000 across the three days. The
tournament bought world class polo right to the heart of London and, with its vibrant atmosphere
and thrilling polo on display, is now firmly established as one of London’s hottest events. Six
teams, representing countries from around the world, play with three-man teams on a slightly
smaller field than usual, meaning the action is never far away from the spectator. The traditional
rules are adapted to create a much more spectator-friendly game - perfect for polo newcomers.
This year the ICM Capital England Polo team was represented by Hazel Jackson (1), Nacho Gonzalez (3)
and Jack Richardson (2). England initially trailed in the first three chukkas but fought back with three
goals to beat India 7-6.

A Marquee visitor comments on the activity saying:
“Just wanted to say a massive Thank You! The caricature Booth went down a storm at the event
and it would be fair to say was the highlight and talking point of the day. All of my friends have
said what a great idea it is and the caricatures Rick did are superb. So nice to have “fun” photos
of everyone enjoying themselves! Would thoroughly recommend your company to anyone”.
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ICM Capital and the Xiangxi Aide et Action
As a member of the FX Charity Foundation, ICM Capital has participated in Xiangxi Aide et Action for
more than one year.
Our insistence in philanthropy lives up to our concept of giving back. We believe resourceful youths
lead to a resourceful nation; wealthy youths lead to a wealthy nation; strong youths lead to a strong
country. When we saw the frail little faces of children who were eager to learn, we felt it was the
perfect opportunity for us to help. Although education does not always change a person’s destiny, it
can certainly change a person’s perception and endow them with the ability to broaden their horizons.
To bring positive effects to the world is part of the corporate culture in ICM Capital.
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China Office
Eric Lu, General Manager – Greater China
“We are very proud to have entered China market in the beginning of 2014. Serving that part of the region has been one of the group’s focus. Over the years, through the team’s united effort, the ICM brand
is very well received among our sophisticated Chinese audiences specially at the institutional front. With
our great technology advantage and global reach, we will continue to thrive as one with a sole purpose
of providing better experience for our clients.”

Shanghai Money Fair 2017
Jing – Operational Manager Shanghai
“It was an absolute pleasure attending the largest foreign exchange expos in China. Held in one of the
newest and most glamorous buildings in Shanghai the ICM Capital stall at the expo attracted not only
the crème da la crème of the city but the average forex trader. We were able to showcase the quality
of our fast execution, tight spreads, unmatched liquidity all backed up by an FCA regulated head-office.”

Xi’an Brokers show 2017
Jiani Wang – Business Develop Manager
“Xi’an is a unique city located in the heart of China. Thousands of people, though interested in forex
were previously unable to access the market through a well regulated broker. This is where we came in.
Catering not only to the very basic needs of the everyday trader but also meeting the demands of those
who had been trading with our competitors. The Xi’an expo is one we’ll certainly be back at next year.”

In the Media

ICM Capital & RIT Initiative

ICM Capital at the IFX expo in Cyprus

ICM Capital England Polo Team visit

Did you know?
The UK is the world’s biggest forex market
You might think that the us is the center of forex trading, but you’d
be wrong. 41% of all forex transactions happen in the UK, whereas
only 19% happen in the US. The rest of the world only accounts for
40%.
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CFDs and Spot FX are leveraged products. Trading CFD's or Spot FX carries a high risk to your capital and can result in losses that exceed your deposits. You should not engage in this form of investing unless you understand the nature of
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